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Abstract. Mobile users can roam into foreign networks and transmit messages to for-
eign agents, and they can access the services provided by a foreign agent by using their
mobile devices. Thus, mobile user authentication and key agreement for wireless commu-
nications are becoming more and more important. In recent years, most of the existing
user authentication and key-agreement protocols with smart cards for wireless commu-
nications utilized modular exponential computing and scalar multiplication on elliptic
curves to ensure their security. Inspired by the key-agreement protocols based on chaotic
maps, we proposed a novel, chaotic maps-based authentication and key-agreement pro-
tocol using smart cards for wireless communications. In our protocol, mobile users and
foreign agents can authenticate each other and establish a common session key for further
communications. Analysis of the security and functionality of our protocol showed that
it can satisfy essential security and functionality requirements. In addition, performance
analysis showed that our protocol can refrain from consuming modular exponential opera-
tion and scalar multiplication on elliptic curves. The computational cost of the proposed
protocol compares favorably with the cost of related protocols.
Keywords: Chaotic maps, authentication, key agreement, smart cards, wireless com-
munications

1. Introduction. The convenience of using the Internet has facilitated communications
for those who use the Internet. Thus, the goal of mutual authentication is to help ensure
that those who communicate on the Internet know the true identity of those with whom
they are communicating. To do so, they must establish a common session key that can be
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used to encrypt their communications. Password-based authenticated key-agreement pro-
tocols [1, 5, 9, 11] are regarded as one of the simplest and most convenient authentication
mechanisms.
Recently, with the rapid development of wireless devices and their increasing popu-

larity, wireless communication has become more and more important. Open access to
wireless services for wireless networking has raised a number of security concerns among
mobile users and service providers. In wireless networks, a mobile user can obtain the
desired service provided by a foreign server by roaming the foreign network and establish-
ing mutual authentication with the corresponding foreign agent. Therefore, mobile user
authentication and establishment of session keys for mobile users and foreign agents have
become very important security issues for wireless applications.
There has been extensive development of authentication and key-agreement protocols

for wireless communications [3, 4, 6-8, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22, 24]. Currently, using a smart
card is also a convenient way to provide authentication for mobile users due to the smart
cards low computational cost and convenient portability. Authentication and key agree-
ment with smart cards have been deployed extensively for various types of authentication
applications, especially for wireless communications in the last decades. In 2004, for ex-
ample, Zhu and Ma [24] proposed an authentication protocol based on the smart card that
provided the user with anonymity for wireless environments. Unfortunately, in 2006, Lee,
Hwang, and Liao [6] showed that Zhu and Ma’s scheme had several security weaknesses
and that it could not achieve mutual authentication. In 2008, Wu, Lee and Tsaur [15]
found that Lee et al.’s did not possess the property of perfect backward secrecy. Then,
they improved Lee et al.’s. However, Lee, Chang and Lee [7] determined that Wu et al.’s
scheme could not provide anonymity as the authors had claimed. In 2011, Xu, Zhu and
Feng [19] proposed a new authentication and key-agreement protocol in mobile networks
that was immune to various known types of attacks and could achieve user anonymity,
key-agreement fairness, and user friendliness. In 2011, He, Ma, Zhang, Chen and Bu [3]
developed a strong user authentication scheme with smart cards for wireless communica-
tions. Even when the information stored in the smart card is disclosed, their scheme is
still secure. In the same year, Yoon, Yoo and Ha [22] proposed a user-friendly authenti-
cation scheme that overcame the weaknesses of the previous related scheme and that was
efficient.
Based on previous research [3, 6, 7, 15, 19, 22], a smart card-based authentication and

key-agreement protocol for wireless communications should satisfy the following essential
requirements:

1. Mutual authentication;
2. User friendliness;
3. No password/verification table;
4. Fairness in key agreement;
5. User’s identity anonymity;
6. Withstanding the insider attack;
7. Withstanding the smart card-loss case;
8. Withstanding the replay attack;
9. Confidentiality of the session key.

In recent years, cryptography based on chaos theory has been studied extensively, and
many chaotic-based cryptosystems [12, 23] have been proposed. In 2007, Xiao, Liao
and Deng [16] proposed a novel key-agreement protocol based on chaotic maps. In their
scheme, the semi-group property of the Chebyshev chaotic map was used to establish
the session key. A chaotic-based, public cryptosystem can reduce computation costs
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effectively. In 2008, based on their own protocol, Xiao, Liao and Deng [17] proposed a
new, chaotic map-based key-agreement protocol by employing a time-stamp to improve
the security of the original protocol. In 2011, Cuo and Zhang [2] proposed a secure, group-
key-agreement protocol based on chaotic hash that utilized the chaotic hash function to
achieve the contributory nature and enhance security. The interested reader can find more
on key-agreement protocols based on chaotic maps in the following references [10, 13, 18,
21].

To the best of our knowledge, no authentication and key-agreement protocols based on
chaotic maps for wireless communications have been proposed in the literature to date.
In this paper, we proposed a novel, chaotic map-based authentication and key-agreement
protocol for wireless communications. Our proposed protocol satisfies all essential func-
tionality requirements, and it also can withstand various known types of attacks. In
addition, the computational costs of chaotic map-based protocols are very low compared
with other protocols based on modular exponential computing or scalar multiplication
on elliptic curves. This feature is more suitable for the low-power and resource-limited
mobile devices.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some
preliminary information that provides the building blocks for the proposed protocol. In
Section 3, we propose our mutual authentication and key-agreement protocol based on
chaotic maps for wireless communications. The security and performance analyses are
presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Our conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries. In this section, we briefly introduce Chebyshev chaotic maps, which
have semi-group and chaotic properties, and a key-agreement protocol based on the
Chebyshev chaotic map proposed by Xiao et al. [18] in 2005, which are the major building
blocks of our protocol.

2.1. Definition and properties of Chebyshev chaotic maps. Let n be an integer
and let x be a variable that has values over the interval [-1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial
Tn(x) of degree n is defined as:

Tn(x) = cos(n ∗ arccos x). (1)

The recurrent formulas are defined as follows:

T0(x) = 1, T1(x) = x,
T2(x) = 2x2 − 1,
· · ·
Tn+1(x) = 2xTn(x)− Tn−1(x), n ≥ 2.

(2)

One of the most important properties of the Chebyshev polynomial is the so-called semi-
group property, which establishes that:

Tr(Ts(x)) = cos(r ∗ arccos(cos(s ∗ arccosx)))
= cos(rs ∗ arccos(x)) = Tsr(x) = Ts(Tr(x)).

(3)

2.2. Chebyshev chaotic maps-based key-agreement protocol. The basic key-agre-
ement protocol [18] based on the Chebyshev chaotic map is similar to the Diffie-Hellman
key-agreement protocol. A session key can be established between the two communication
entities, A and B.

1. A and B jointly choose a random number x ∈ [−1, 1], and x does not require secrecy.
2. A chooses a random large integer r, computes X = Tr(x), and sends X to B.
3. B chooses a random, large integer s, computes Y = Ts(x), and sends Y to A.
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4. A can compute the secret key k = Tr(Y ) = Tr(Ts(x)), and B can compute the secret
key k′ = Ts(X) = Ts(Tr(x)).

Due to the semi-group property, k = k′ = Trs(x), A and B can achieve the common
secret session key used to encrypt the communications between them. However, the
above key-agreement protocol is simple and has some security problems; it is especially
vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle attack.

3. The proposed protocol. In this section, we propose a chaotic maps-based mutual
authentication and key-agreement protocol for wireless communications using smart cards
that almost satisfies all the requirements of the existing authentication and key-agreement
protocols for wireless communications and is immune to various known types of attacks.
In addition, our protocol is simple and has a reasonable cost.
The notations used in this section are listed in Table 1. Our protocol consists of three

phases, i.e., (1) the registration phase; (2) the mutual authentication and session key-
agreement phase; and (3) the password change phase.

Table 1. Notations used in the proposed protocol

3.1. Registration phase. In this phase, the home agent (HA) must choose a public
key cryptosystem based on the Chebyshev chaotic map; the corresponding public key
is (x;Ts(x)), and his private key is s. When a mobile user (MU) wants to register to
the home agent HA, MU chooses her or his identity IDMU and password pw, selects a
random number b, and submits IDMU and h(pw||b) to HA for registration over a secure
channel. HA computes V = EKS(IDMU ||h(pw||b)), where KS is a secret key kept by
HA, and issues a smart card to MU over a secure channel, which contains V , x, Ts(x),
EK(·) and a one-way hash function h(·). When MU receives the smart card, he or she

Figure 1. The registration phase of the proposed protocol
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stores b into the smart card. Finally, the smart card contains {b, V, x, Ts(x), EK(·), h(·)}.
This phase is outlined in Fig. 1.

3.2. Mutual authentication and session key agreement phase. When MU visits
a new foreign network, if he or she wants to access several services or establish a session
with the foreign agent (FA), MU and FA must perform mutual authentication and agree
on a session key. Similar to Xu et al.’s protocol [19], HA pre-shares a distinct symmetric
key KHF with each FA. As is shown in Fig. 2, the following steps are performed in this
phase.

Figure 2. The authentication and key agreement phasse of the proposed protocol

Step1. MU inserts her or his smart card into a card reader and inputs her or his identity
IDMU and password pw. Then, the device selects a random number u and computes
KMH = TuTs(x), and R = EKMH

(hpw||V ||TMU), where hpw = h(IDMU ||h(pw||b)), and
TMU is the current timestamp.

Step2. MU sends an authentication request message m1 = {IDHA, TMU , Tu(x), R} to
FA.

Step3. FA checks to determine whether the TMU is valid. If it is valid, FA selects a ran-
dom number v and computes Tv(x). Then, FA computesM = EKHF

(TMU ||TFA||Tu(x)||R||
Tv(x)) , where TFA is the current timestamp, and sends the message m2 = {M} to HA.

Step4. HA decrypts M with KHF to recover TMU ||TFA||Tu(x)||R||Tv(x). First, HA
checks the timestamp TFA with the current time. If the timestamp is valid, HA computes
KMH = TsTu(x) with her or his private key s. Then, HA decrypts R with KMH to recover
hPW , V , and TMU . HA checks whether the TMU is equal to the previous one that was
decrypted from M . If they are identical, HA decrypts V by using his secret key KS
to obtain ID′

MU and h′(pw||b). Finally, HA computes h′
PW = h(ID′

MU ||h′(pw||b)) and
compares the computed value of h′

PW with the recovered value of hPW . If they are equal,
HA can be sure that MU is an authorized user.

Step5. HA computesQ = EKHF
(TMU ||TFA||Tu(x)||Tv(x)) and P = EKMH

(TMU ||Tu(x)||
Tv(x)||IDFA) and sends the message m3 = {Q,P} to FA.
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Step6. FA decryptsQ withKHF to obtain TMU , TFA, Tu(x) and Tv(u). If the recovered
TFA is equal to the original choice, FA confirms that MU is authenticated by HA. Then,
FA forwards P to MU .
Step7. MU decrypts P to recover TMU , Tu(x), Tv(x) and IDFA. If the recovered TMU

is equal to the previous one and IDFA is the assigned foreign agent, MU believes that
message P is from HA, and FA is authenticated.
Step8. Finally, MU and FA compute their common session key k = h(TuTv(x)) =

h(TvTu(x)).

3.3. Password change phase. In case of changing her or his password, MU inserts her
or his smart card into a card reader and performs the following steps:
Step1. MU inputs her or his identity ID′

MU and her or his old password pw′ and
requests to change the password. Then, MU submits her or his new password pw∗.
Step2. The smart card selects a random number u′ and computes the Ṽ = EK̃MH

(ID′
MU

||h(pw′||b)), where K̃MH = Tu′Ts(x). Then, the device sends u′, V , and Ṽ to the corre-
sponding HA.
Step3. HA computes the session key K̃MH = TsTu′(x), and decrypts Ṽ to obtain

ID′
MU and h(pw′||b). Then, HA compares whether V = EKS(ID

′
MU ||h(pw′||b)). If the

equation holds, HA computes V ∗ = EKS(IDMU ||h(pw∗||b)) and replaces V with V ∗.

4. Security and functionality analysis. In this section, we analyze the security and
functionality of the proposed protocol to verify whether the essential security and func-
tionality requirements mentioned in Section 1 have been satisfied. In order to examine
the proposed protocol further, we compared it with the other related protocols [3, 6, 19]
in Table 2.
(1) Mutual authentication

In the proposed protocol, the goal of mutual authentication was to ensure that MU and
HA are legitimate and to establish an agreed-upon session key between MU and FA for
further communications.

1. Mutual authentication between MU and HA:
In Step 4 of the mutual authentication and session key-agreement phase, because
KMH = TsTu(x), only HA can compute this secret key KMH with her or his private
key s. HA can decrypt R with KMH to recover hPW , V and TMU . Then, HA can
decrypt V by using her or his secret key KS to obtain ID′

MU and h′(pw||b). HA can
compare whether h′

PW = h(ID′
MU ||h′(pw||b)) is equal to hPW . If they are equal,

HA can be sure that MU is an authorized user.
Meanwhile, in Step 7 of the same phase, upon receiving the message P from FA,

MU can decrypt it using her or his secret key KMH and obtain TMU . If the recovered
TMU is equal to the previous one, MU believes that the message P is from HA since
only HA has the secret key KMH .

2. Mutual authentication between FA and HA:
In Step 3 of the mutual authentication and session key-agreement phase, FA com-
putes M = EKHF

(TMU ||TFA||Tu(x)||R||Tu(x)) using a distinct symmetric key KHF

, which is shared between FA and HA. In Step 4 of the same phase, if HA can
decrypt M with KMH , he or she can ensure that the message is from FA. In Step 6
of the same phase, for the same reason, if FA can decrypt Q with the KHF , he or
she can ensure that the message Q is from HA.

3. Mutual authentication between MU and FA:
In Step 6 of the mutual authentication and session key-agreement phase, FA can
ensure that MU is authenticated by HA. Therefore, FA believes that MU is a
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legitimate user and forwards P to MU . In Step 7 of the same phase, since the
message P is from HA and encrypted with the key KHF , MU can decrypt the
message and recover TMU and IDFA. If these messages are equal to the previous
one, MU can be sure that FA is legitimate.

(2) User friendliness
User friendliness means that the mobile user MU can choose and update her or his
password freely. In our protocol, MU can choose her or his identity IDMU and password
pw freely and submit IDMU and h(pw||b) to HA for registration. When MU wants to
change her or his password pw to a new pw′, he or she can perform the steps stated
in Section 3.3. Therefore, the proposed protocol allows mobile users to choose their
passwords and to change their passwords freely.

(3) No password/verification table
In the registration phase, MU submits her or his identity and password to HA for reg-
istration. In some password-based authentication protocols, HA must store a password
table or a registration table for every mobile user who wishes to be verified. That is,
HA must maintain a secret and large table, which provides the opportunity for an inside
attacker to access the password or the registration information. In our protocol, HA
computes V = EKS(IDMU ||h(pw||b)) and stores V into the smart card. V contains the
identity of the mobile user and the corresponding password. In the authentication phase,
FA can determine whether the mobile user is legitimate with the assistance of HA and
the information V . Therefore, HA does not need to keep a password table or a verification
table at her or his local site.

(4) Fairness in key agreement
Fairness in key agreement means that a session key contains equal contributions from
both parties.

1. MU selects a random number u and sends to FA.
2. FA also selects a random number v and encrypts Tu(x) and Tv(x) using the session

key between FA and HA and sends this message to HA.
3. HA retrieves Tu(x) and Tv(x) and encrypts them using the session key between HA

and MU . Then, he or she sends this message to FA, and FA forwards this message
to MU .

4. Finally, both MU and FA can compute the agree-upon session key k = h(TuTv(x)).

(5) Anonymity of the user’s identity
In the authentication and key-agreement phase, the real identity of the mobile user should
be unknown to any other entity except his or her HA. Furthermore, our protocol provides
identity untraceability and identity anonymity.

In our protocol, the anonymity of the mobile user is ensured by symmetric encryption
and hash function techniques. This can be analyzed from the following aspects:

1. IDMU is hidden in V = EKS(IDMU ||h(pw||b)), where KS is a secret key kept by
HA. Therefore, only HA has the capability to retrieve the identity IDMU from
V . Even if the message V were revealed, an attacker could not obtain the identity
message of the MU .

2. In the authentication and key-agreement phase, IDMU also is hidden in R = EKMH
(

hpw||V ||TMU), where hPW = h(IDMU ||h(IDMU ||h(pw||b))) and KMH = TuTv(x),
which is the session key between the MU and the HA. So, no third party can
retrieve the identity IDMU from R.

3. Identity untraceability is a stronger characteristic than identity anonymity, and it
requires that any attacker not be able to link one MU interacting with an FA to
another transcript. That is, any attacker cannot determine which foreign agents the
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same MU visited. In the authentication phase, the device utilizes a different session
key KMH = TuTs(x) each time, where u is a random number selected by the device.
Therefore, the messages communicated betweenMU and FA are different each time.
Consequently, any attacker cannot determine whether the same MU visited this FA.

(6) Withstanding the insider attack
The insider attack is when the mobile user’s password is obtained by an inside attacker
on the server side of the registration phase. In the registration phase, the device selects
a random number b and computes h(pw||b). Then, the device sends this message to HA
for registration. In this phase, HA cannot obtain the password of the MU . Furthermore,
HA does not need to store the password table and the verification table in her or his local
server. So, an inside attacker has no opportunity to access any information about the
MU ’s password.
(7) Withstanding the smart card-loss case

In this case, we assume that the attacker can obtain the secret information stored in the
smart card by some means. In order to withstand this attack, we need to ensure that the
attacker cannot obtain the right password even if he or she obtains the secret information
stored in the smart card.
In the proposed protocol, the password stored in the smart card with a random number

b and IDMU included in V = EKS(IDMU ||h(pw||b)) is encrypted by a secret key KS.
Only HA can use the secret key KS to decrypt V and obtain IDMU and h(pw||b). Since
no attacker can obtain IDMU and the hashed password, he or she cannot compute the
verification information R = EKMH

(hPW ||V ||TMU).
In our protocol, the identity and password of the MU must report to the help of the

corresponding home agent HA. That is only the corresponding HA has a capabitily
to obtain the MU ’s identity and h(pw||b) by decrypting V using the secret key KS.
Therefore, when the information stored in the smart card is compromised, no attacker
can guess the right identity and his or her password.
(8) Withstanding the replay attack

A replay attack refers to the process in which an adversary intercepts the login messages
between the user and the server and replays these messages to the server maliciously
aimed at impersonating this user.
In Step 1 of the authentication phase, the smart card selects a current time TMU as

a timestamp and encrypts some messages including this timestamp using a session key
KMH between MU and FA. Upon receiving these messages from MU , FA can obtain
the timestamp and check whether the TMU is valid. Using the same method, HA also
can obtain the timestamp TFA from FA and determine whether the delay is within an
acceptable range by checking TFA and the current time.
(9) Confidentiality of the session key

In the authentication and key-agreement protocol, MU and FA must prove each other’s
identity and establish a secret session key for further communications. Therefore, the
session key must be confidential. However, in [6, 9, 10], the HA also has the capability of
calculating the session key. In the proposed protocol, we have improved this issue. In our
protocol, the session key is k = h(TuTv(x)) = h(TvTu(x)), where u and v are the secret
numbers of MU and FA, respectively. HA cannot obtain these two secret numbers. So,
MU and FA are the only two entities who can compute this session key.
Finally, we summarize the security and the functionality of our protocol and make

comparisons with these aspects of related works [3, 6, 19] in Table 2.

5. Performance analysis. In wireless communication environments, battery-powered
mobile devices have limited energy resources and computing capability. Therefore, the
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computation cost is a very important issue. In this section, we analyze the performance
of the proposed protocol and compare our protocol with related works [3, 6, 19] in terms
of cryptographic operations performed.

Compared with the traditional mutual authentication and key agreement protocols [3,
6, 19] for wireless communications, our proposed protocol utilizes the property of Cheby-
shev chaotic maps to achieve mutual authentication and establish the session key instead
of using modular exponential computing and scalar multiplication on elliptic curves. In
reference [13], some software implementation issues of Chebyshev chaotic maps were dis-
cussed. The authors established a table that they used to store the most commonlyused
expression of Chebyshev polynomials of different degrees. Therefore, the practical appli-
cation of the proposed protocol is more efficient than that of the traditional protocols [3,
6, 19].

The computational costs ofMU , FA, andHA for the proposed protocol and the related
protocols [3, 6, 19] are presented in Table 3.

Table 2. Security and functionality comparisons between the related pro-
tocols and the proposed protocol

Table 3. Performance comparisons between the related protocols and the
proposed protocol
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6. Conclusions. In this paper, we proposed a novel, chaotic map-based, mutual authen-
tication and key-agreement protocol for wireless communications. We utilized Chebyshev
chaotic maps to achieve mutual authentication and to establish a common session key
between MU and FA instead of using modular, exponential computing and scalar mul-
tiplication on elliptic curves. The security and functionality analysis showed that our
proposed protocol satisfies all essential functionality requirements and also can withstand
various known types of attacks. In addition, the performance analysis demonstrated that
the computational costs of chaotic map-based protocols are very low compared with other
protocols that are based on modular exponential computing or scalar multiplication on
elliptic curves. This feature makes our protocol more suitable for use with low-power and
resource-limited mobile devices.
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